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SOUTH AFRICA UPDATE 
Dispatches from a Darkening Corner of the Dark Continent 

 

 Damaging Monuments to White South African History 
 Is This Just a Prelude to Something Far Worse? 
 

 by Shaun Willcock 
 

The purpose of these articles is to provide an analysis of the contemporary South African and southern African 

scene from a Christian, “politically-incorrect” perspective, in order to counter the propaganda of the Reds, 

almost-Reds (liberals and others), and religious Reds (“liberation theologians”); to warn Christians living in 

South Africa of real and potential dangers; to encourage Christians elsewhere to pray for the people of this part 

of the world, especially for their Christian brethren; and to do what they can to assist them. 

Christians are to pray for those in authority (1 Tim. 2:1,2), and to obey them in all matters not contrary to the 

Word of God (Rom. 13:1-7; Acts 5:29).  But any danger to believers, whether from a religious or political 

source, must be brought to the attention of the Church of God (Acts 20:28-31; 2 Thess. 2:1-9; etc.); and this is 

what we seek to do. 

 

 

Students and the Rhodes Statue 
 

  It started at the University of Cape Town on March 9, 2015, with the statue of Cecil John Rhodes, the 

mighty British Imperialist, founder of Rhodesia, and a man whose shadow looms large over all of 

southern Africa.  A black student named Chumani Maxwele was at the forefront of it all, as he and a 

handful of other students doused the statue of Rhodes in human excrement.  Yes, these “stool soldiers”, 

these brave “toilet revolutionaries”, these future leaders of South Africa (makes you shudder, doesn’t 

it?), spent time gathering together sufficient human dung (don’t even ask how), carried it from 

wherever they or others excreted it, and then threw it over the statue.  “As black students we are 

disgusted by the fact that this statue still stands here today as it is a symbol of white supremacy,” said 

this water-closet wonder, giving his reason for this filthy act.1 

  The parents of these students must be so proud.  This is what they sacrificed to send their children to 

university for.  To beat pigeons at their own game. 

  It should have ended there.  Just a stupid protest by a few students who, with that kind of mentality, 

should not be taking up space at a university in the first place.  But this was just the beginning.  A 

spark had ignited a flame that would in a very short space of time engulf the entire country. 

   

  The university’s Student Representative Council started a movement called UCT Rhodes Must Fall.  

Its “mission statement” read as follows: 

 “The statue has great symbolic power – it is a glorifying monument to a man who was undeniably a 

racist, imperialist, colonialist, and misogynist.  It stands at the centre of what supposedly is the 

‘greatest university in Africa’.  This presence, which represents South Africa’s history of dispossession 

and exploitation of black people, is an act of violence against black students, workers and staff.  The 

statue is therefore the perfect embodiment of black alienation and disempowerment at the hands of 

UCT’s institutional culture, and was the natural starting point of this movement.” 

  Rhodes was many things, most of them bad – but the history of black Africa is hardly a history of 

good and decent men holding power, but rather of cruel, despotic tyrants.  None more so than King 

Shaka Zulu, who was an imperialist in truth (he built a vast empire on extreme brutality), a mass 

murderer, a man who killed men, women and children indiscriminately, including his own children, 

and wiped out entire villages and families – yet there are monuments to him in South Africa, including 

an international airport named after him outside Durban.  He was a far greater source of evil than 
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Rhodes ever was.  And then there is Nelson Mandela himself, whose statue stands in front of the Union 

Buildings in Pretoria now, but who was nothing like the wonderful demigod so much of the world 

believes him to be.  He was a Communist, a terrorist, and more, and at the forefront of a revolution 

which resulted in the deaths of tens of thousands of blacks.   

  As for the presence of the Rhodes statue being “an act of violence against blacks” at the university, 

well, this is just laughable.  How a statue could commit acts of violence was something on which these 

students failed to enlighten us.  Did it fall on anyone and crush them to death?  Did it step off its plinth 

and punch someone in the face?  Did students perhaps trip over it in the night after a drunken party?  

And let us not forget that these students first enrolled at this same university, were in fact quite happy 

to enrol there and go to lectures and supposedly were getting an education at this same university – and 

then started to fling human dung at a statue.  How mature.  How brave.  How intelligent. 

  They thought they were heroes for throwing excrement on a statue.  They were not heroes, they were 

just uncivilised thugs.  All such people can do is damage and destroy.  They have nothing to contribute 

to the country, so they break down the works of others.   

  Many black Africans constantly bemoan the fact that the rest of the world doesn’t take them 

seriously, and treats them as primitive and backward; yet this is how they continuously behave.  They 

want the world to treat them as equals, yet so many behave like savages so often.  Their actions make 

them the laughing stock of the world.  

 

Anti-White Hatred: “One Settler, One Bullet!” 
 

  After the “stool soldiers” did their filthy work, the university’s administration building was occupied 

by students pushing the “Rhodes Must Fall” campaign.  And eventually, after weeks of protests, the 

UCT council (predictably) capitulated, agreeing to vote on removing the statue (although everyone 

knew the result was a foregone conclusion).  As the council met to vote behind closed doors, students 

sang and danced outside, and when the meeting dragged on the yammering youth started to bang on 

the doors and shout, “It’s time!”  They eventually pushed their way into the chamber where the council 

was meeting, chanting “Down with white supremacy!” and then, even more ominously, “One settler, 

one bullet!” accompanied with machine-gun sound effects.2   It has been years since this chilling chant 

has been heard in South Africa.  Prior to 1994 when the ANC of Mandela came to power in the 

country, this was a favourite chant of the radicalised black masses.  To them, all white South Africans 

were “settlers”, foreigners who did not belong in South Africa and who must be shot dead.  It was a 

slogan of the revolution that sent chills down the spines of whites and made them emigrate in droves.  

But even though it was not heard for years, the sudden recurrence of this slogan on a major university 

campus demonstrates just how deep the anti-white hatred goes.  Many, if not most, of the students on 

that campus were not even born, or were little babies, when the ANC’s revolution ended and they took 

power – but clearly their parents and community leaders have ensured that this slogan was not 

forgotten.  This is the reality of the depth of the anti-white hatred running through the black population, 

a hatred nurtured and stoked by the ANC as the years have gone by.   

  There is much irony, of course, in the threat being made to shoot all whites with bullets, which were 

entirely unknown in black Africa before the arrival of Europeans.  To be consistent, they should be 

chanting, “One white person, one assegai” – but they know that with primitive wooden sticks alone 

they would never be able to wipe out all whites. 

  The students demanded that the council vote on the matter immediately, shouting, “Vote!  Vote!”  

Council members who attempted to leave were prevented from doing so by the students, who began to 

dance on the tables where the council members were seated. 

  Eventually they were persuaded to leave so that the council could vote.  But outside, as they milled 

about, snippets of conversation were heard which again revealed the depth of anti-white hatred, such 

as: “It’s not just transformation, it’s white supremacy”; and, “My mother is a kitchen girl, and now I’m 

supposed to come to UCT and smile with white people?”3  And yet the ANC boasts of having created a 

“reconciled nation”.  It is a farce.  The races are as far apart as ever before. 

  The council voted to remove the statue.  And the students cheered their victory. 
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The Anglican Archbishop’s Response 
 

  As chilling as anything else, after the vote had been taken the council chairman, Anglican archbishop, 

Njongonkulu Ndungane, was asked about the “One settler, one bullet” chant.  What was his reply?  

Did he condemn the chant?  Did he call it what it was, an incitement to murder whites?  Did he express 

any outrage or disgust about it at all?  No.  Instead his reply was, “The voice of protest must never be 

allowed to die down.”4  

  We are not surprised.  The Anglican institution, led by the “Red bishop”, Desmond Tutu, was at the 

forefront of the Marxist revolution against South Africa.  Black Anglicans, especially, were radicalised 

by the insane, diabolical doctrine of “liberation theology”, a Communist-inspired mutilation of the 

Gospel.  My book, “Holy War” against South Africa, documents the atrocious involvement of 

Anglican priests, along with the leaders of many other religious institutions falsely claiming to be 

“Christian churches”, in the revolution.5  For Ndungane, it was more important to support “the voice of 

protest” than to condemn a racist incitement to murder.   

 

Black “Selective Transformation” 
  

  This was not just about the Rhodes statue, of course.  Not by a long shot.  “Rhodes Must Fall wanted 

white professors replaced with black professors, white names replaced with black names, and an 

African university to stand where a European one once did.”6  Hmm... yes.  Except that there was not a 

single university in all Africa before the European colonisation of the continent.  Not a single book 

existed in all southern Africa.  No written language.  No places of learning.  The whole concept of 

“higher education” came from Europe.  And black Africa only started to advance once the Europeans 

(often missionaries) reduced the languages to writing, and established schools, colleges and 

universities.  Prior to this, Africa was truly the Dark Continent, a place of savagery, ignorance, 

superstition and hideous witchcraft.   

  Before Colonialism, in fact, they would not even have had the proper paint with which to deface 

statues.  They should at least be honest, and walk to the statues – they should not use cars or buses as 

these are “white” inventions – and they should knock the statues down with assegais and knobkerries, 

not “western” tools.  To be consistent, they must discard all western clothing and wear nothing but 

animal-skin loincloths, quit speaking English, quit attending universities (there were none in black 

Africa before the white Colonialists came and built them), stop going to hospitals when ill and go 

rather to their witchdoctors (hospitals were unknown in black Africa before the white man came), and 

give up making use of cars, electricity, water on tap, cities, air-conditioning, plush furniture, fancy 

phones, computers, and every other trapping of European civilisation.  Otherwise, they just prove what 

hypocrites they are, for they shout and scream about “transformation”, but it is (very) selective 

transformation.  They don’t want to transform everything.  They want to retain all the good things 

which came to Africa via European civilisation.    

 

Students as “Useful Idiots” of the Socialists/Marxists 
 

  When the Rhodes statue was finally lifted off its plinth and placed on a truck to be driven away to a 

place of safety, cheering students childishly (indeed they have shown that they are nothing but 

children) whipped the statue and covered it with red paint.  What brave warriors these were, whipping 

a lifeless statue.  

  Students everywhere in the world are the most ignorant of people (that’s why they are students – they 

are supposed to be getting a further education, the implication being that they do not yet have much of 

one).  After some years in the public school system, they emerge with their heads full of the notion that 

they have an education, and with conceited ideas of their own importance.  An 18- or 20-year-old 

student at a university is in truth nothing more than that: an 18- or 20-year-old.  He is just starting out 

in the world, he only left childhood behind very recently, and his knowledge of, well, anything – and 
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especially of real history – is abysmal, to put it kindly.  Modern State education in South Africa (like 

most of the world these days) does not provide a child with any real understanding of history.  History 

is used by the Socialist/Marxist elites to indoctrinate children in what they want them to learn.  

Children are human lab rats in a gigantic and horrible Socialist experiment to change the mindset, 

worldview, and ideology of the youth, moulding them in the mindset, worldview and ideology of 

Socialism/Marxism.  This has been admitted by members of the ruling elite themselves.  So to assume 

that when a young person reaches university, he or she has already received a decent education at 

school in things that really matter is to assume that which is simply not true.   

  Students have always been “useful idiots” for the Socialist/Marxist cause, precisely because they 

don’t know anything but are 100% convinced that they do.  Revolutionaries the world over stir up 

students to protest, to revolt, to shout and scream for this or that, to intimidate – and it works.  Normal, 

decent people are dead scared of mass student uprisings.  Images of large crowds of angry, yelling 

young people, often brandishing weapons, fill people with fear, and their knee-jerk reaction is to cave 

in to student demands.  Yet in truth, these student uprisings are nothing more than a tiny fraction of the 

population, whose actual clout would be extremely minimal if people thought about these things 

rationally.  But during such uprisings people don’t think rationally.  They panic – which is exactly 

what the revolutionaries want them to do.   

 

Other Statues Defaced and Damaged  
 

  The defacing of statues started to occur in other parts of the country.   The statue to Boer leader and 

president of the old Transvaal Republic, Paul Kruger, was defaced with paint in Pretoria.  In Port 

Elizabeth a World War Two memorial was set on fire, and even a monument to the fallen animals of 

the Boer War was toppled!  In Durban, the statue of King George V was defaced with white paint and 

the words, “End white privilege”, were painted on it, and a statue of General Louis Botha, another 

Boer hero and the first prime minister of the Union of South Africa, was also defaced with paint, and 

the word “devel” scrawled across its plinth (note the spelling “skill” of the graffiti “artist” – and yet 

they were calling for the “Africanisation” of universities and the destruction of monuments to a culture 

that is really far superior to theirs).  And a statue erected to the amazing horse ride of Dick King was 

also defaced in Durban.  For these last two, the Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF), a radical black 

party committed to the annihilation of everything to do with white South Africans and their heritage, 

claimed responsibility.7  Why were there no arrests immediately?  Answer: although the ruling ANC 

was letting the EFF do the dirty work and make all the noise, it secretly fully supported the defacing 

and vandalism. 

 

Behind the Protests 
 

  So how did all this really start?  Was it really just a spontaneous uprising of students, who had 

ignored the issue of statues for 21 years (since the 1994 ANC victory) and had just trudged along to 

their universities like students everywhere, to attend their lectures and get their degrees, and yet who 

suddenly, now, out of the blue, went wild with anger and emotion because a statue of Rhodes (which 

most of them probably hardly noticed as they went to and fro at the university) looked down upon 

them?  Of course not.  In the 21 years since the ANC/Communist Party alliance came to power in 

South Africa, nothing like this had ever occurred before; and yet we were supposed to believe that it 

was a spontaneous expression of “the people’s” anger?  Nonsense.  It was all deliberately planned, and 

carefully orchestrated – as such things always are.  There were forces behind the scenes, manipulating, 

stirring, egging them on. 

 

  Months before, in mid-2014, Julius Malema, the firebrand leader of the Economic Freedom Fighters 

and the ex-leader of the ANC Youth League – a man moulded in the image of the ANC’s violent 

revolution even though he himself was not a “freedom fighter” (terrorist) himself, gave an address in 

parliament.  A white-hating anti-Capitalist, Malema spoke of what he claimed was the ANC’s “elite 
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pact” that sought to protect “white minority capital” and “white privilege”.  He said: “This elite pact is 

reflected by the fact that the most prominent statue in this Parliament is a statue of Louis Botha, and 

the one of Nelson Mandela is very small and is hidden behind the statue of Louis Botha.  Louis Botha 

is not our hero and cannot be a hero of a democratic South Africa.  He is [that should be was, since he 

is long dead] a colonial warmonger, who fought for the exclusion of black and indigenous people from 

running their own country and affairs.  It is people like this who made white South Africans think they 

are superior and if we continue celebrating them, we are equally perpetuating white supremacy.  The 

statue of Botha outside this Parliament must go down, because it represents nothing of what a 

democratic South Africa stands for.”  He also said: “We must do away with self-hate and embrace who 

we are and what we stand for.  The time for the black majority to benefit from the natural, mineral and 

the beauty of their country is now and can never be postponed.”8 

  And in April 2015, sure enough, the statue of Louis Botha outside parliament was defaced. 

  And when the Rhodes statue was removed, the EFF said in a statement welcoming the removal: “The 

EFF has long held the conviction that it is these monuments that continue to inspire white people to 

think they are superior and have the right to celebrate their murderous and racist past even 21 years 

after 1994.  Let all statues fall, together with their legacies of landlessness, racism and poverty.”9   

  Oh, sure, the ANC’s chief whip, Stone Sizani, issued a statement saying that “the malicious damage 

of statues at certain locations in the cover of darkness signifies nothing but cowardice by those seeking 

to opportunistically piggyback on the publicity generated” by the campaign to remove the Rhodes 

statue at the University of Cape Town.  “There’s nothing courageous or heroic by peacetime ‘fighters’ 

or ‘revolutionaries’ who go around kicking doors that are already open and subverting due processes 

merely for media attention.”10  All fine and well as far as it went, but the truth is that the ANC’s 

response to the defacing and damaging of statues was pathetic at best.  It was simply too little, too late.  

There should have been a mass arrest of all those responsible, for some brazenly admitted that they had 

done these things.  But there was nothing of the sort.  For at heart, the ANC secretly supports the entire 

mad rush to destroy all monuments to white history in the country, and if it can appear to have clean 

hands while others do this dirty job, well, so much the better.  This is why the statement went on as 

follows: “The UCT students’ campaign was...significant within the context of a lack of transformation 

at the institution in the last 20 years.  The hooligans, some of whom have shamelessly come out to 

claim responsibility, are not driven by any rationality or substance, but by a lust for publicity and self-

aggrandisement”.  This shows that the ANC condoned the removal of the Rhodes statue at UCT, but 

called the defacing or destroying of other statues hooliganism.   

 

  As for what the EFF said about white people not “having the right” to celebrate their history: white 

South Africans can and will celebrate their wonderful historical past which Malema so blindly and 

ignorantly called “murderous and racist”. This country would still be a barbaric wilderness if people 

from Holland and Britain had never come here. White people are not superior, as people, to any other 

people; but they will always celebrate the glorious achievements of their cultures, which in the 

providence of God were most definitely superior to any cultures in black Africa at the time when they 

arrived.11  Facts are very stubborn things, and even if every statue to white historical figures is 

removed in the end, these facts will still be true. 

 

  In addition to Malema’s utterances, those of South Africa’s president, Jacob Zuma, contributed to the 

statue defacing occurring countrywide as well. For just weeks before, he said that South Africa’s 

problems could be blamed on the arrival of Jan van Riebeeck, the Dutch Colonialist and founder of 

Cape Town, in 1652.  A statement such as this is interpreted, by silly students with their heads full of 

idealism but little else, as meaning that whites are to blame for everything wrong in the country.  

Indeed, this was Zuma’s meaning.  Is it just coincidence that all this nonsense started soon afterwards? 

  As Alana Bailey, deputy CEO of civil rights group AfriForum, put it: “The violation of statues 

representing Afrikaner and other prominent figures of the past, are a symptom of the growing 

intolerance towards Afrikaners and South African minorities in general, resulting from Zuma’s 

comments.”  And: “Instead of displaying leadership by taking a strong stand against the defacing of 
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any statue, President Zuma rather rolled out the red carpet for the notorious violator of human rights 

and racist, Robert Mugabe.”12  Yes, and stood chuckling along with Mugabe at a press conference 

when the latter joked about Rhodes being buried in Zimbabwe while South Africa had the statue of 

him. 

 

Mounting White South African Resistance 
 

  As the defacing of their monuments continued across the country, many white South Africans did not 

take it lying down, and various protest actions occurred on April 8 for the retention of the cultural 

heritage of whites.  The largest gathering was at the Paul Kruger statue in Pretoria, where hundreds of 

people and various organisations gathered.  Dr Pieter Groenewald, chairman of the Freedom Front 

Plus, a conservative Afrikaner political party, said at the gathering that the Afrikaner would no longer 

allow himself to be intimidated, and would not be a mere observer of the destruction of his heritage 

and history.   

  At the gathering around the statue of Jan van Riebeeck in Cape Town, Dr Corné Mulder, the Freedom 

Front Plus’ Western Cape leader, said that the wave of emotional intimidation and violence was fuelled 

by President Jacob Zuma’s remarks that the country’s problems had started with the arrival of van 

Riebeeck in 1652. 

  Mulder also said that the time had come for moderate South Africans from all communities to take 

hands and stand together against radicals who want to set the country alight again.  He said that people 

who damage and destroy statues and cultural treasures of other communities are not interested in a 

peaceful future for all in South Africa.  And he made an excellent – and chilling – point when he said 

that the damaging of the statue of General Louis Botha in front of parliament in Cape Town was the 

continuation of a very dangerous tendency, for in 1933 students in Germany at 34 universities 

destroyed 25000 books, manuscripts and statues of Jews.  “We all know where that ended,” Mulder 

said.  “At present the Islamic State (IS) in the Middle East is doing exactly the same with the 

destruction of artefacts and statues of minorities in Syria and Iraq.”13  The destruction of statues of 

white South Africans may not seem a very big deal to many; but as Mulder pointed out, such 

supposedly minor issues have at times led to far greater and more terrible consequences.  The rest of 

the world has very little idea of just what a knife edge South Africa sits on – constantly.  And all white 

South Africans have been asking: is there any future for them in South Africa?  Is this business just the 

prelude to something far, far worse?  Will this country again run with blood?  Are we heading for a 

race war?  When one considers how, at the same time as the statues were being defaced, black South 

Africans savagely turned on black foreigners living in South Africa, and when one reflects on the fact 

that black radicals hate whites far more than they hate blacks from other parts of Africa, then let none 

be so naive as to discount the possibility. 

  That the ongoing defacing of statues was indeed polarising the races was admitted by the chief 

executive of the National Heritage Council, Sonwabo Mancotywa, who said: “The level of anger and 

depth of ill-feeling took many people by surprise.  One of the more troubling aspects has been 

shocking displays of intolerance and racism, especially on social media.  The level of polarisation in 

South Africa should be a source of concern.”14  Very true – except that all this anger, ill-feeling, and 

racial polarisation was caused by radical blacks, not by whites. 

 

The Reasons for White Anger Over the Defacing and Damaging of Monuments 
 

  Is it really surprising that black Marxists and their fellow-travellers, who took charge of the country 

in 1994 after a brutal terrorist campaign against whites and the white government of South Africa, 

would hate the symbols of the history and achievements of white South Africans, and want them 

destroyed or removed?  No, it is not surprising at all.  Would radical blacks, now in power, really want 

to preserve these monuments to the greatness of South Africa when people of European origin ruled it?  

No, of course not.  Every single day, as the now-dominant black leaders and their followers walk or 

drive past those monuments, it is a constant reminder to them of the greatness of the old South Africa, 
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and of its utter collapse under the incompetent Communist and leftist rulers of the new South Africa.  

It is not at all surprising, then, that this has occurred.  Indeed, the only surprising aspect of the whole 

business is that it did not occur sooner. 

  It is also true to say that, on a day to day basis, most whites (just like most people of all races) hardly 

notice the statues.  They are just there.  Furthermore, most whites do not even go into the city centres 

any more, where most of their statues were erected in times past, because after the fall of apartheid 

huge numbers of poverty-stricken blacks moved into the inner cities and they became crime havens.  

  And yet, as shown above, the defacing of their statues has generated much anger in the hearts of 

white South Africans.  Why? 

  Firstly, they are angry because of the way it is being done.  In a country which claims to be all about 

“reconciliation” between the races, the ANC government – which endlessly harps on that “we are all 

one nation” – allowed this blatant assault on the heritage and history of Afrikaans and English South 

Africans to occur.  Things which are dear to whites are being destroyed everywhere.  Whites see that 

the ANC’s claims about being committed to “reconciliation” are nothing but lies.  The truth is that 

there is only one colour that is welcome in South Africa today, and that is black.  Only one history is 

permitted, and that is “black” history.  For these fools, all history centres around the “liberation 

struggle” and nothing else (i.e. the Marxist-controlled revolution).  The only monuments they want are 

those to their “heroes of the struggle”.  The only history they are interested in is recent revolutionary 

history.  They are so short-sighted that it is as if the world only began with Colonialism, and was 

brought to perfection by Mandela et al. 

  Secondly, whites are angry because those in charge of the country, and those acting like barbarians, 

are such hypocrites: such “selective transformation” advocates.  They pick and choose what they want 

to retain from “white” culture and achievements.  They love their cars, cellphones, fancy suits, 

designer dresses, watches, luxury homes, international flights – all the fruits of the expertise and 

genius of Europeans, and people of European origin.  But while they swan around enjoying these 

fruits, they condemn white South Africans at every opportunity as the cause of all the problems in the 

country. 

  Thirdly, and most importantly, whites are angry because of the deeper, far more sinister aspect to this 

whole business.  It’s not just about the defacing of statues; it’s about what this defacing represents. 

Whites know that the damaging of statues is just a symbol of the barbaric hatred which so many blacks 

feel towards whites – all thanks to the constant anti-white message emanating from the former 

terrorists now in power.  As the Jews watched the destruction of their heritage occurring in 1933, they 

must have felt a growing unease, a sense of foreboding, of dark clouds gathering on the horizon.  This 

is what white South Africans are feeling.  They watch the barbarity, the hatred, the anti-white racism, 

and they wonder: is it statues today, real people tomorrow? 

 

Indian South Africans 
 

  And what of Indian South Africans?  Throughout the terrorist revolution against South Africa, 

spearheaded by the ANC, many Indian South Africans sided with the revolutionaries; but they were 

naive in the extreme if they thought that after the revolution was over, radicalised blacks would accept 

them as true South Africans.  Although not on the same level as radical black hatred for Afrikaners and 

English South Africans, radical black hatred for Indians is very real.  At best, they view Indians merely 

as useful pawns to achieve their objectives; at worst, they hate Indians and view them as non-South 

Africans, people who (like the whites) should not be in the country and should be treated as second-

class citizens.  And this was shown, yet again, when suddenly, right in front of the ANC’s 

Johannesburg offices, a group of people wearing ANC caps brazenly defaced a statue of Mahatma 

Gandhi.  As they arrived with their paint, they had placards that read: “Racist Gandhi Must Fall.”  

They also defaced a nearby plaque containing information about Gandhi.  One of the men was caught 

by a security guard, but the guard said: “He said he’s not worried because he’ll just make a call and his 
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leader will get him out of prison.  He was relaxed, and said they know what they’re doing.  They said 

we shouldn’t stop them because Gandhi was a racist.”15 

  Truthfully, Gandhi was a racist (by today’s standards).  He did not think much of blacks at all.  He 

looked down on them.  I have written about this in my article, Gandhi: “Struggle Hero” or 

Segregationist and Indian Supremacist?16  But the point of the assault on a statue of Gandhi is that it 

reveals the kind of anti-Indian hatred that exists within sectors of the black community.  For the attacks 

on statues are merely a symptom of the underlying hatred of blacks towards whites, and blacks towards 

Indians, in this country.  

 

Historical Truths which Radicals Ignore 
 

  The utter ignorance of real history displayed by the radicals seeking the destruction of the statues to 

Afrikaners’ and English South Africans’ history is blatantly evident.  To these uneducated fools, any 

and all “white” history is about the oppression of blacks.  This just shows how little they know.   

  Dick King, whose statue was defaced in Durban, was not a Colonialist “oppressor”.  He was a trader 

and colonist in Port Natal, the British trading station where the great city of Durban stands today.  He 

was commemorated by the statue for his historic 1842 horseback ride from Port Natal to Grahamstown 

to obtain reinforcements for the British troops who were besieged by the Boers (note to black radicals: 

both British and Boer troops were white).  It was a journey of well over 900km through a vast 

wilderness, and involved the fording of some 120 rivers as well as the constant danger from wildlife 

and wild tribes, and he completed it in just 10 days – probably the greatest horseback ride in recorded 

history anywhere in the world, a feat of endurance and courage that deserves to be remembered for all 

time.  

  And why deface a monument to World War Two, or to the fallen animals of the Boer War?  Are such 

monuments “Colonialist” as well?  Are people really so stupid?  Where would South Africa’s blacks 

be today if the Allies had not won World War Two?   

  And what about the statue to General Louis Botha, the Boer hero and first prime minister of the 

Union of South Africa?  As pointed out by Dr Corné Mulder, following the Bambatha uprising in 

Natal in 1908, the Zulu king, Dinizulu, was incarcerated by the British.  Louis Botha was actually a 

friend of the king, and when he became prime minister one of his first decisions was to order the 

release of the king immediately, and to ensure that he was given a farm to live on.  “Today, the statues 

of Louis Botha and Dinizulu stand next to each other in Durban in recognition of these facts.”17  How 

sad that ignorant black radicals blindly see everything through the foggy lens of “white 

oppression/black suffering”. 

  Then there is Paul Kruger, who served as president of the Transvaal Republic.  “President Paul 

Kruger largely dedicated his life to the struggle against British imperialism and colonialism,” said Dr 

Pieter Mulder, the Freedom Front Plus leader.  “It started with the Great Trek in which he took part to 

get away from under the authority of the British authority and ended with two wars, 1881 and 1889, 

against the colonial power of Britain.  Kruger died in Switzerland because he said that he had been 

born under a British flag but was not prepared to die under a British flag.”18  This is not the place to go 

into the issue of rebellion against the authorities, which is wrong for a true Christian; but the point is 

that the black radicals who deface such statues and shout and scream about “Colonialism” and 

“oppression” and all the rest of it, actually have no idea what they are even gabbing on about.  They 

just toe the party line, fed to them by their leaders.  They deface the statue of a man they accuse of 

being a “Colonialist” and “oppressor”, even though he himself fought against Colonialism.  Such 

ignorance is almost beyond belief. 

  As far as Kruger being the racist, black-hating monster today’s blacks make him out to be, well, the 

real facts are somewhat less –shall we say – black and white.  “The Kruger family’s good ties with 

black people is seen in the fact that the valuable family Bible, in which Kruger had himself written the 

family genealogy was given to Magato near Rustenburg during the Anglo-Boer War for safe-keeping 
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against the British.  Kruger also played a positive role in the history of the Royal Bafokeng who are 

described as the wealthiest tribe in Africa today,” Mulder said.  “In 1887 Kruger signed an agreement 

with Lobengula, the Matabele Chief.  During this time the British and Rhodes were interested in 

Lobengula’s land, the current Zimbabwe.  Kruger sent Piet Grobler as a special consul to Lobengula.  

Kruger’s message to him was: ‘You must not give your land away to others but keep it for your 

children.’”  Even allowing for the likelihood that motives other than mere interest in Lobengula’s 

welfare motivated Kruger (although that may have been part of it) – for politicians are motivated by 

many things, especially the welfare of their own people – the fact remains that history is always more 

complicated than radicals make it out to be. 

 

Monuments to Radical Black “Heroes” 
 

  And while these radicals seek to destroy the monuments to white history, they are raising statues to 

black “heroes” who were far worse than any of those whites of the past (yes, including Cecil John 

Rhodes). 

  Take King Shaka Zulu.  He was a dictator, a tyrant, so much worse than any of the whites whose 

statues are being vandalised that even to make any comparison is futile.  He was a mass murderer, 

which neither Rhodes nor Kruger were, nor any of the other white South Africans whose monuments 

are under assault. 

  And let’s not overlook dear old Nelson Mandela, whose giant statue now disgraces the beautiful 

Union Buildings lawns in Pretoria.  “The ugly truth about the world’s favourite terrorist-turned-

politician, Nelson Mandela, has been buried deep beneath the media-created myth of the man, who for 

decades was given such a whitewashing by the liberal/Socialist media that the real Mandela 

disappeared from the world’s eyes, and in his place appeared a messiah, a saviour, a demigod, whose 

only resemblance to the real Mandela was the outer shell.... The real Nelson Mandela was, however, 

vastly different from the media-created myth. But this was the deliberately-constructed image which 

the international Communist movement, and Mandela’s own organisation, the African National 

Congress (ANC), wanted the world to believe; and the  media, so enamoured with Communism and 

the ANC, ensured the dissemination of this myth.  As the saying goes, tell a lie, tell it often enough, 

and the people will believe it.  They did.  In their millions... Alas, if only South Africa’s blacks, and 

the world in general, had looked beyond the myth to see the truth about this man!  Their failure to do 

so meant that Mandela became South Africa’s president, and led this once-great country down the 

slippery path of Socialism.  Under his leadership and that of his ANC successors, South Africa became 

just another self-imploding African Socialist wreck; and this tragic state of affairs was the true legacy 

of Nelson Mandela...”19  

  Truthfully, these men and others like them were far, far worse than the heroes of white South 

Africans.  

  And what those who are screaming for the monuments to be pulled down fail to understand is that not 

even their own statues, to their own “heroes”, are “set in stone”.  The future is unknown.  Monuments 

are being raised today, to black terrorist leaders, which may not be standing in ten years’ time, or a 

hundred years’ time.  History is a funny thing.  There is always change in this world.  Nothing remains 

static.  Today’s heroes are tomorrow’s tyrants.  Men erect monuments to their heroes, thinking they 

will last forever; but they don’t.  They eventually fall, or are pulled down.  Think of the great 

monuments to heroes and gods of ancient times; where are they now?  In museums if they have been 

found, or smashed to pieces and covered with the soil of centuries if they have not.  Think of the giant 

statues of more recent tyrants that have been pulled down and smashed up.  And so, too, it will in time 

happen to all the statues which black Marxists and their fellow-travellers are erecting today. 

  Nothing lasts forever. 
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How Whites Should View, and Respond to, These Events 
 

  How, then, should white South Africans view all these things that are occurring?  

 

  Firstly: as painful as it is to accept, what has to be accepted is the fact that the two white South 

African nations, English and Afrikaans, have been conquered.  They fought long and hard, they fought 

bravely and at immense sacrifice to prevent it happening, but in the end they were conquered by a 

coalition of hostile nations.  They were certainly not defeated in battle – not at all!  The South African 

Defence Force was far superior to the ANC terrorists, as well as their Cuban allies, and would simply 

never have been defeated in warfare.  But they were conquered by betrayal, treachery, and cowardly 

capitulation.  What people in other parts of the world, and especially Americans, fail to understand is 

that although black and white nations all lived within the same geographical boundaries of the 

Republic of South Africa, and still do, they were, and are, entirely different nations, with their own 

cultures, histories, languages, etc.  For all practical purposes, the conquerors were foreigners to white 

South Africans, and white South Africans were foreigners to them.  They were as far apart, culturally, 

ideologically, etc., as, say, America and China, or England and Japan.  Their only common ground was 

that they inhabited the same chunk of real estate at the southern tip of Africa.   

  And this is why, despite all the propaganda by the ANC and others, the various black and white 

nations which live within this land of South Africa are not “one nation”, and never were.  Any 

supposed “unity” is entirely artificial, and non-sustainable.  It will unravel, as is patently evident to 

anyone with eyes to see. 

  And the black leaders of black nations who now rule over the two white nations of South Africa are 

going to destroy or remove the monuments to white history and culture, etc.  This country was 

betrayed into the hands of black Marxists, they now rule, and the wonderful history of English and 

Afrikaans South Africans has been tossed aside.  This is the reality.  Anything that reminds them of the 

national greatness of the Afrikaners and English South Africans has to be destroyed, as far as they are 

concerned.  The same thing has happened all over the world, to conquered nations: when one people 

group has come to have political power over another, the same thing usually happens.  Such is wicked 

human nature. 

 

  Secondly: white South Africans may soon be unable to take their children to their beautiful 

monuments, and teach them the history of their people.  It is a tragedy, but it is the reality of South 

Africa today.  Their enemies think that by defacing and damaging statues of white heroes, they can 

erase history.  But even if they broke down every single such monument in the entire country, they 

could never erase the true facts of the history, cultures, and spectacular achievements, of English and 

Afrikaans South Africans, from which they themselves merrily benefit every day of their lives.  They 

cannot erase the plain truth.  These statues are just symbols.  But the truth is locked in the written 

records of true history, which they can never completely erase, no matter how hard they try.  And also, 

white South Africans must find other ways of perpetuating and remembering their glorious history.  It 

needs to be also locked in the hearts and memories of white South Africans, and they must pass it on to 

their children, and to their children’s children, so that it will never be lost.  They must use good books, 

they must use the internet, they must use every means at their disposal.  It is now up to them to keep 

this history alive themselves, and never let evil men and historical revisionists obliterate it.  Yes, the 

statues may fall.  Yes, other monuments may be destroyed.   But greater than any statues is what the 

men represented by those statues achieved.  And white South Africans must preserve that memory, and 

pass it on to their children, for their history is a great one indeed.  See, for example, my article entitled 

The English South African: His History, Culture and Achievements, as well as others that are 

available.20 

  And as part of teaching true history, they must also teach their children about the great betrayal; about 

how the country was handed over to Marxists by cowards and fools. 
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  Thirdly: as tragic as it is to see the monuments to their history being damaged, the cities they built 

being trashed and renamed, the streets being renamed after terrorists and murderers, there is another 

way to look at it, which will go a long way towards enabling white South Africans to live with these 

changes and accept them.  For me personally, it helped greatly when I began to view these changes this 

way: 

 It is actually far better that the names of the founders and builders of this once-great country be 

removed, and replaced with the names of the Marxist and violent revolutionary “heroes”.  For what the 

revolutionaries have done to this country is so disgraceful, so shocking, that it is far better for the 

names of their so-called “heroes” to be associated with it all.  Take street names.  How much better it 

is that the names of great men, wise builders, true heroes of the past be removed from streets which 

under the ANC’s misrule have become filthy, urine-soaked pigsties, filled with potholes and broken 

lampposts!  It is more fitting that the names of those who trashed these places be associated with them, 

than the names of the men who built them.  The same is true for the cities which are being renamed.  

Why should the names of English and Afrikaner heroes and leaders be associated with the run-down, 

crime-ridden, filthy cities of the ANC’s South Africa?  The ANC and its allies brought about this 

collapse – let their “heroes’” names be associated with it.  This, after all, is their true legacy: pigsties 

for cities, collapsed infrastructure, crime havens.  When foreign tourists come to these cities and drive 

down these streets and freeways, and experience the crime, the grime, the evidence of the ANC’s 

incompetence and misrule everywhere, rather let them associate all this with names like Mandela, 

Tambo, Biko, and all the others who brought this all about.   

  And the same is true for statues.  If all the statues and monuments to the history and achievements of 

the Afrikaans and English South Africans are destroyed or removed to some obscure corner, at least 

their names will no longer be associated with what this country’s cities have become; what the entire 

country has become.  So let the revolutionaries, the Socialists and Communists erect monuments to 

their own “heroes”, silent witnesses to the fact that they built nothing, they achieved nothing, they 

contributed nothing of value to the country; their followers can only take over what others built and 

achieved, and then wreck it.  Let their own statues preside over the mess they created.  

 

How Christians Should View, and Respond to, These Events 
 

  We have seen how white South Africans should view all these things, and how they should respond.  

Now lastly, the question that needs answering is: how should Christians view these things, and 

respond to them? 

  For although each and every true Christian is a citizen of a particular country, and a member of a 

particular nation, not all people within a nation are true Christians!  Although they may be 

churchgoers, and call themselves Christians, the majority, in fact, are not.  This is true of the English 

and Afrikaans South African nations as well.  One is not a Christian because one is white.  True 

Christians are a minority within these nations, as they are in all others. 

  And believers, the Lord’s elect, are citizens of two countries.  Paul said of himself that he was a Jew 

of Tarsus,  a citizen of that city (Acts 21:39); and he could appeal to his Roman citizenship at times, 

when necessary (Acts 22:25-27), but at the same time he and all believers confessed that they were 

strangers and pilgrims on the earth (Heb. 11:13), seeking a heavenly country and a heavenly city, 

looking for a city built by God Himself (Heb. 11:10,14-16).  Christians are like people who reside in a 

country as long-term residents: their passports say they have citizenship in another country, but for the 

time being they are living and working in a different one.  The Christian’s true citizenship is in heaven, 

but for the time being he resides in an earthly country.  And while we are in this earthly country, we 

have certain attachments to it.  We care for it, we have a history here, its fortunes are our fortunes, its 

troubles our troubles.  In addition, as believers we seek always to do what good we can to our fellow 

men, even though they are not believers.  This is our calling. 
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  So then, although we are citizens of heaven and just strangers and pilgrims here on this earth, we 

nevertheless feel much for the people of this earth, and for the land where we were born, grew up, and 

reside.  All this is perfectly natural, for we have real, and often strong, ties to it. 

  But through it all, we must never lose sight of the fact that we are still strangers and pilgrims!  Like 

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, we seek a country, we desire that better, heavenly country, whose builder 

and maker is God.  Ultimately this earth, and this entire universe, are going to be burned up by the 

divine will and judgment (2 Pet. 3:10-13).  When that day comes, all statues, monuments, cities, will 

melt with fervent heat, and be gone.  Only heaven will remain.  And therefore, even though it is right 

for us to do what we can to prevent wicked men from having their way in the countries in which we 

reside, and to do what we can to influence society for good; and even though it is natural for us to feel 

deep sadness as we watch all that we once knew being destroyed; yet we must always remember that 

we are strangers and pilgrims in this earth, and that heaven is our true and glorious home! 

 

  The balance is not an easy one to strike.  Some go too far in one direction, becoming completely 

absorbed in the things of this world and thinking this is the Church’s task in the world.  This is wrong.  

But others go too far in the other direction, thinking that Christians should live like hermits in this 

world, having nothing to do in the world at all.  Both are extremes to be avoided.  Christians are most 

certainly to separate completely and utterly from all that is sinful, and from all false religion; but while 

we live in this world, we still can do what we can to preserve what is good, for this makes for a better 

life for us, and others, as we pass through it.   

  Let all true believers, then, be the very best citizens of the country in which they reside, praying for 

the rulers, seeking to live a quiet and peaceable life (1 Tim. 2:1,2), doing what good we can, defending 

the right and exposing the evil; but always and above all, viewing ourselves as strangers and pilgrims 

in this world, just passing through on the way to our heavenly home. 

  Keeping this proper perspective will greatly aid us in being able to handle the sorrows, trials and 

troubles of this life.  

 Amidst ten thousand dangers 

 Which everywhere abound, 

 The pilgrims and the strangers  

 Alone secure are found; 

 For on their Lord they’re waiting, 

They seek him night and day; 

His aid they’re supplicating 

 In his appointed way.  (the hymn Amidst ten thousand dangers) 

 

  History is important; good history should be memorialised; the destruction of historical monuments 

to men who did much good should be lamented, even legitimately resisted; but the true Christian must 

always remember that the greatest monument he should desire is that he himself will be found, on that 

last day, 

 A monument of grace, 

 A sinner saved by blood. (the hymn Indulgent God, how kind are all thy ways to me) 

 

  For on the last great day, sovereign grace’s monuments will be the only ones standing; and will stand 

for all eternity. 

April 2015 
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Shaun Willcock is a minister of the Gospel.  He runs Bible Based Ministries.  For other articles 

(which may be downloaded and printed), as well as details about his books, audio messages, 

pamphlets, etc., please visit the Bible Based Ministries website; or write to the address below.  If 

you would like to be on Bible Based Ministries’ email list, to receive all future articles, please 

send your details.   
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